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ROMY C5 is a smart and efficient cleaning robot that
uses front mounted laser navigation and artificial
intelligence to map your home in a few minutes. It cleans
systematically and leaves no spot, while also adapting to
your home by avoiding certain areas and recognizing
stairs. ROMY has different cleaning modes, automatically
detects carpets, and provides notifications on its progress
via push notifications on your mobile phone. Any data
collected is stored securely on a European data server
and not shared with third parties.

Get your time back
Use your time for things you enjoy more. Relax, exercise, finally read that book that has been lying around for months.
ROMY takes care of the cleaning. Whether vacuuming or mopping, in a house or multi-storey apartment, your robot
does the work autonomously and reliably.

Smart and faster
Other robots often need hours or days to capture their environment. ROMY does this in a few minutes with its artificial
intelligence. After a short exploration run, he provides a map of your home in the ROMY app. As this map is available
from the very beginning, you can immediately give targeted cleaning orders, create restricted areas and thus avoid that
the robot gets stuck on cables, for example. Carry your robot to different floors. Thanks to the possibility of creating up
to three different maps, ROMY always finds its way around.

ROMY is efficient and economical
In each room, the corners are first cleaned with the wall cleaning mode, then the remaining area is covered in
serpentine lines. ROMY cleans systematically, leaves no spot and is extremely efficient at the same time. Due to its
artificial intelligence, ROMY does not clean certain areas more than once. This saves battery and thus valuable
energy. Should ROMY run out of battery, it will drive itself back to the charging station in good time and automatically
continue cleaning after charging.

A 5 minutes job instead of 2 hours noisy cleaning
Some areas of a home simply need more attention. For example, send ROMY to the dining table after eating. You just
finished your morning workout? ROMY quickly wipes your workout area while you’re in the shower. You can
conveniently create important cleaning zones in the ROMY app, ROMY does the cleaning quickly, only cleans the
predefined areas and then returns to the station independently.
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Do you have children or pets? No problem!
With the spot function, you can send ROMY exactly to a certain area that need to be cleaned. Chaos in front of the
food bowl, but the rest of the room is okay? Let ROMY take care with pinpoint accuracy without cleaning the enire
room.

ROMY cleans carefully
Accurate cleaning means getting into the last corner and getting very close to walls and furniture. ROMY is careful. He
recognizes stairs, rarely bumps into things around him, and if so, very gently.

ROMY adapts to your home
There are areas where your robot should not go. In the children's room are all the toys scattered over the floor? Or in
the office where your tangled cables are? With ROMY you don’t have to worry as you can block these areas in the
app. ROMY then leaves it out of its cleaning routine. And if the children’s room has been tidied up, you can easily
change the status of the previously restricted area and let ROMY clean it.

Everything according to plan
Your robot learns to estimate the time it needs for cleaning over several runs. In the app you always see his exact
cleaning plan, his progress and the remaining duration of the cleaning cycle. Assuming there are 3 rooms to be
cleaned, ROMY will tell you in which order he will clean them and how long it will take him to do so. In case you are at
home, ROMY gives you the time to pick up things that would otherwise get in his way. Working in a team is just faster.

You are on the go, ROMY keeps things tidy at home
Nobody's home? This is the perfect time to let ROMY work for you. Set fixed days, times, rooms and areas in the app.
ROMY cleans autonomously and independently. Spontaneous visit? No problem: By using the app, let ROMY do the
cleaning while you’re out. When you get home the job is done.

Very powerful or very quiet
ROMY has 4 cleaning modes. Of course, a lower cleaning level reduces performance, but increases range due to
lower battery consumption and is more quiet. Different cleaning modes can be assigned to rooms or areas. Let the
robot automatically reduce the volume when it drives past the children’s room in the evening, or during the day when
you're in home office. Controllers in the app allow you to intervene quickly if a low cleaning level area should be
vacuumed at full power. During the next cleaning, the original stage is then used for cleaning again.

Carpets like it dry
ROMY vacuums carpets without any problems. Floor types can be assigned to rooms or areas in the app. Using its
sensor, ROMY knows whether the wiping module is attached or not and avoids carpet areas from being cleaned.

ROMY informs you
Whether the cleaning is finished or the dust bin needs to be emptied - you will receive information from ROMY directly
on your mobile phone via push notifications. For those who love details: the app tells you all about the total area
cleaned, cleaning duration, trips and distance travelled.

Data privacy
The security of your data is particularly important to us. We store the data we receive from you securely on our
European data server. We only use them to improve our service and our products. We do not pass them on to third
parties without being asked.
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Specificaties

Product attributen

Technische Specificaties

Reinigingsroute: Systematisch

Navigatiemethode: Laser

Ruimtedetectie: true

Verboden zones: true

In staat om kaarten voor meerdere true

Planning: true

Max hindernis hoogte: 20

Tapijt opsporen: true

Valdetectie: true

Botsingssensor: true

Borstelbreedte: 168

Dweilfunctie: true

Geluidsniveau: 63-80

Zuigkracht: 1800-2400

Instelling vacuümniveau: Automatisch
Manual

Stofcapaciteit: 600

Reinigingsmodi, droog: 5

Reinigingsmodi, nat: 1

Inhoud waterreservoir: 80

Wasbaar filter: true

Wasbare watertank: true

Max werktijd, stofzuigen: 120

Batterij

Batterijcapaciteit: 2600

Oplaadtijd: 4-5

Batterijtype: Built-in

EAN: 0731034820141

Fabrieksnummer: ROB-5020-001217-OW

Productgewicht: 3.5 kilograms
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